From The Office Of
T.J.A. Use of Force Training, Inc.
The Division of
Special Munitions Research & Development
Authorization of Use of T.J.A-TDR. (12 Ga. Tactical Diversionary Round)
Date: 11-28-2017
Re: Authorization of Use of T.J.A.- TDR. for LE / DHS / Fed. / D.O.C. / Military Departments
To whom it may concern;
Due to our 12 gauge T.J.A- TDR. Round NOT containing any regulated powders such as Flash Powder,
Special Low Grade Explosive Powder or Pyro Powder that are controlled by the B.A.T.F.E., unlike all
others that mix up dangerous powder to make flash bang like rounds that could be potentially
dangerous to the end user as these types of powder are controlled by the B.A.T.F.E.
Our T.J.A.-TDR contains a powder that is not controlled or regulated by the B.A.T.F.E., we had spent
several months and several thousands of dollars to find the proper material that is safer for the end user
and very effective upon deployment giving the end results of a very loud thunderous sound that you
would get using the dangerous regulated powders that are controlled by the B.A.T.F.E.
We know additional restrictions are being placed on use of Distraction devices that contain powders
that are regulated and controlled by the B.A.T.F.E. are being placed every day. Simple reason, they are
VERY dangerous to the end user and into the deployed areas regardless of hand thrown devices, 37mm /
40mm or 12 gauge rounds that contain the regulated powders.
We had set a goal to find a powder that is not regulated by the B.A.T.F.E. and is safer for the end user
and the deployed area. After months of R&D we have succeeded.
So, the question we get daily is what is the authorization of use of the T.J.A.-TDR base on the confusion
from the strict regulations that are set by the B.A.T.F.E. / State Attorney’s Office and local Prosecutor’s
office. They are following the protocols and regulations of distraction devices that contains regulated
powders by the B.A.T.F.E. due to the high dangers they have. Our T.J.A.-TDR contains no powders that
are not regulated or controlled by the B.A.T.F.E. So the B.A.T.F.E. has nothing to do with the T.J.A.-TDR.
The State of New Jersey Attorney’s Office and local Prosecutor’s Office follows the B.A.T.F.E. regulations
and guide line of use of distraction devices that contains dangerous powders, we know 9 out of 10 times
authorization of use from your local Prosecutor’s office is denied because of the danger. On the State
of New Jersey Attorney’s Office view of the T.J.A.-TDR according to several conversations with different
divisions of the NJ State AG’s office and the local Prosecutor’s office, they do not monitor, control or will
have anything to do with the T.J.A.B. for the simple facts that is not under their control as our T.J.A.-TDR
does not fall under the Less Lethal policy or B.A.T.F.E. regulation policy.
Our T.J.A.-TDR can be deployed right at door frame of room being breached or at window frames of
room being breach (with a breaching barrel). Nothing has to even pass the entry of any area for our
T.J.A.-TDR to be deployed. So the answer to the original question of authorization of use for
departments of all levels to use the T.J.A.-TDR since it is not controlled or regulated by the B.A.T.F.E.,
State AG’s Office and local Prosecutor’s Office is based on your department approval of use.

